The QT2 Device takes the response experience to a new level of performance. Providing the same features as other RF clickers, the QT2 expands upon functionality by offering advanced capabilities such as a full QWERTY keypad and backlit screen for easy viewing. The QT2 provides the richest and most fulfilling response experience ever.

**ENCLOSURE**
- **Dimensions:** 5.1” L x 2.98” W x .88” H - Grip Area .66 H (129mm L x 76mm W x 20mm H - Grip Area 16mm)
- **Weight:** 4.8 oz. (with batteries)
- **Ergonomic, lightweight, compact format**
- **LCD screen with backlight for optimum viewing**
- **Durable, rugged case ensures maximum longevity under extreme conditions**
- **Accommodation for a lanyard included**

**USER INPUT**
- **QWERTY Entry**
  - 56 Keys, Plastic Keys with reliable Metal Dome buttons. Laser etched graphics with Backlight.
  - **Supported Symbols:** . , ` " ; : ! ? @ $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + - = / < > [ ] { } ? € £

**DISPLAY**
- **57.1mm x 26.9mm viewable area**
- **Easy to read LCD Display**
- **Channel Number, Battery Life Indicator, Answer Choice, Response Confirmation**

**POWER & POWER MANAGEMENT**
- **Two AAA batteries**
- **Average battery life is 6 to 12 months**

**USER IDENTIFICATION**
- **Fixed device ID**
- **Setup is plug-and-play with TurningPoint**

**RF TECHNOLOGY**
- **Up to 74 sessions can be running at one time in close proximity without interference**
- **Fully FCC, CE and Industry Canada certified**

**RANGE**
- **Presentation Mode - Range for one RF Receiver is 200 feet (400 ft. coverage)**
- **Test Mode - Data is stored in nonvolatile memory until individual finishes test and uploads responses**

**SUPPORTED PRODUCTS**
- TurningPoint v.5.3 and higher
- TurningPoint Cloud
- Insight 360 v.2.3.2 and higher
- Flow v.1.7 and higher

**SUPPORTED RECEIVERS**
- **RF+ Receiver (RRRF-03)** *Only supported with receiver firmware version 3.7+
- **RF Receiver (RRRF-04)** *Only supported with receiver firmware version 3.7+
- **Long Range Receiver (RRLR-02)**

**FUNCTIONALITY HIGHLIGHTS**

**INPUT CAPABILITIES**
- Multiple Choice, Multiple Response, Numeric Response, Short Answer, True/False, Essay

**PARTICIPANT LIST CREATION**
- Automatically create participant lists with QT2 Device's user stored data or have participants log in to an existing list. Easily move from one session to another.

**SELF-PACED TESTING**
- Participants use QT2 Device to navigate to any question on the test or assignment and select a response. The QT2 Device has the largest storage capacity in the industry, storing all responses into nonvolatile memory to ensure data security and stability.

**SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION**
- Participants and presenters receive visual successful transmission notification.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Full backlit QWERTY keypad with plastic laser etched keys and metal dome buttons.
- Large LCD screen and backlight
- Automatic input mode selection
- Letters, numbers and symbol support
- Participant ID submission with each response
- User feedback in both Presentation and Test mode
- Skip questions and return to questions at end of test
- Presenter can display individual test results or a custom message to each participant
- Ergonomic and sleek casing